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Summary 
As part of the 3DIM project, different techniques to visualize a hierarchical film 

database were implemented. Demonstrators were ConeTrees, a rotatable, three 
dimensional tree structure, TreeMaps, a two-dimensional nested table structure and 
Virgilio, a three dimensional building metaphor. This report describes an experimental 
evaluation of the techniques in terms of conceptual comprehension and usability. 

Participants were asked to teach back their perception of the system to naive 
listeners. They also performed different search and browsing tasks. Results show that 
all three interfaces are understood well. Important findings are that users expect a 
more flexible structure structure from the building metaphor (Virgilio) rather than a 
rigid hierarchical structure and that the ConeTrees interface seems to be coded weaker 
in memory. Possible explanations are discussed. 

Efficiency and effectiveness were not optimal for the demonstrators, especially 
ConeTrees. Usability problems are listed and improvements are suggested. TreeMaps 
needs zooming functionality to be used as a movie browser. Virgilio has the largest 
potential to become a usable visualization technique for video-on-demand. 
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1. Introduction 

1. 1. The 3DIM project 
As information spaces increase, good methods to visualize the structure of this 

information are becoming essential for search and browsing tasks. Computer 
animation and 3D virtual worlds are promising techniques to make large databases 
more accessible. The 3DIM project was started to explore how these novel techniques 
can be used to create usable interfaces for interacting with large databases. 

Earlier, several techniques from the literature were reviewed by Das, Peeters, Tang 
& Westerink (1996). From this literature, usability aspects of different techniques 
were not clear. Although user tests are described (e.g. Johnson, 1992), these test 
usually compared the novel visualization techniques to conventional information 
search techniques. Other research has focused on differences in one or two properties 
of a given visualization technique (e.g. Chignell, Poblete & Zuberec, 1993). From 
these data it was not possible to obtain insight in the relative performance of different 
novel techniques. 

Therefore, at Philips Research three substantially different visualization techniques 
were implemented to visualize a hierarchical film database. (Van Linder & Peeters, 
1997). These include ConeTrees (Robertson, Mackinlay & Car, 1991) a rotating, three 
dimensional tree structure, TreeMaps (Johnson & Shneiderman, 1991), a two
dimensional nested structure and Virgilio (Massari & Saladini, 1996) a virtual 
building where floors and rooms represent different hierarchical levels. 

A film database was chosen, because of possible future applications in the 
consumer electronics domain, such as "video on demand". 

The visualizations imposed a three level hierarchical structure on the database. 
Films were categorized as follows: 

level 1: Genre (10 items) 
level 2: Actor/Actress (maximal 10 items) 
level 3: Titles (maximal 20 items) 

At the title level all information of a specific movie could be popped up. The titles 
were colour encoded, with different shades of red signifying different release periods. 

Initial user tests were performed (Janse & Das, 1997). Lack of robustness of the 
implementations at that time made it impossible to do a thorough user test. After this, 
several improvements were made (Van Linder & Scheffer, 1997). For TreeMaps 
additional functionality was implemented to alter the meaning and number of items of 
the hierarchical levels. For Virgilio both a VRML and a HTML version were 
implemented. The VRML version allowed continuous navigation, whereas with the 
HTML version the point of view could only be changed instantly. 

1. 2. Objectives 
This report describes the results of a second comparative user test. First goal was to 

reveal usability problems of the current implementation. Another, more pretentious, 
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goal was to reveal something about the strengths and weaknesses of the different 
visualization techniques in general. 

A user experiment was conducted in which three of the four visualization 
techniques were compared: ConeTrees, TreeMaps and the HTML-version of Virgilio. 
Different tasks were presented to the users, corresponding to different search 
intentions. Variables measured were ease of comprehension of the visualization 
techniques, effectiveness, efficiency ratio of current techniques, defined as the number 
of steps novice users need to perform certain tasks as compared to the ideal minimum. 
Furthermore specific usability problems were registered. These measures will be 
discussed in detail below. 

1. 3. Measures 

In the following the measures used in this experiment and the rationale for using 
them are described. 

1.3. l.l\1easures:conceptualco1nprehension 

Why measuring comprehension? 
In complex interaction devices it is often practically impossible to test all possible 

tasks. In other words: the task space is too large. Therefore a measure of 
comprehension is a potential candidate to predict usability problems without having to 
test all possible tasks. A list of users' misconceptions of the system can be very 
helpful in improving and redesigning the interface. This experiment showed how well 
the semantics of each visualization are understood and how different visualizations of 
the same concept differ in understandibility. 

Definition of comprehension 
The concept of comprehension is strongly related to the concept of mental models. 

The main difference is that comprehension of a system can be correct or incorrect, 
complete or incomplete, whereas for mental models validity is not in question, since 
they are model of the users' mental representation of the system. The HCI-literature 
has focused on mental models. A short review will be given. The term was 
simultaneously entered into cognitive psychology (Johnson-Laird, 1983) and human 
factors literature (Gentner and Stevens, 1983). In HCI a mental model is taken to be 
the user's internal model of the system. This model is an internal copy of the system 
and can be 'run' in order to make inferences about future behaviour of the system. 
This model is often incomplete, changing, confusable and not based on scientific fact 
(Norman, 1983). 

Mental models are often divided in two main categories: how-to-do-it models and 
how-it-works models. The former are also called functional model (Preece, 1994), 
procedural model (Borgman, 1986) or procedural knowledge (Bibby and Payne, 
1993), the latter is also referred to as structural model (Preece, 1994) device model 
(Kieras and Bovair) or conceptual mental model (Bibby and Payne, 1993). 
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The term mental model has to be distinguished from the term conceptual model, 
which is used to describe the model of the system that is presented to the user by the 
designer of the system (Norman, 1983). 

A mental model is not only unobservable it is also practically immeasurable. For 
example, Borgman ( 1986) after trying to make people articulate mental models of an 
information retrieval system concluded that it was practically impossible to "develop a 
question that would unambiguously solicit a model without also leading the subject to 
the desired response" (p. 60). 

Van der Veer ( 1994) advocates a teach back method: he lets people explain the 
system to a naive person. Verbal protocols and drawings can then be analysed and 
categorized. 

It is by no means evident that the verbal articulation of the users reflects the actual 
content and structure of their mental model. It might as well be the way somebody 
thinks it is desired or practical to communicate about the system. 

Another problem with introspective methods is that when people are asked to 
verbalize or draw the contents of the internal model, reflection about the system will 
automatically influence the model. Furthermore, introspective methods have been 
strongly questioned in cognitive psychology for a number of reasons (see Eysenck and 
Keane, 1990). 

For the purpose of this experiment, comprehension will not be defined in terms of 
mental models. The focus will rather be on the knowledge the user possesses of the 
system and the way this knowledge corresponds to the conceptual model of the 
designer. A more formal definition of comprehension is stated below: 

Definition: Comprehension is the extend to which the user's knowledge of the 
system that can be retrieved from memory or deducted without external aids at a given 
moment, corresponds to the designers conceptual model. 

With this definition one can safely speak about the correctness and completeness of 
comprehension. These two concepts will be the measures of comprehension in this 
experiment. 

Components of comprehension 
To measure completeness and correctness of comprehension, the system model or 

designer's model has to be made very explicit. This was done by dividing the 
comprehensional aspects of the visualization into three components. 

The first component is comprehension of the organizational structure of the 
visualized data. The video retrieval task is not likely to be a priori conceived as 
descending a hierarchical tree. This rigid structure or "logical graph" (Furnas, 1997) is 
imposed on the retrieval problem by the use of a specific visualization. 

The second component consists of the semantics of the visualization. By this the 
meaning of different visual objects and the meaning of their spatial layout is denoted. 
In this experiment there is a visual representation of categories (i.e. genres, actors, 
titles, year of release) and the hierarchical relationships between those categories (i.e. 
parent-child). 

The third component involves all the possible interactions and manipulations the 
user can perform upon the visual objects. This can be divided in manipulations of the 
user's viewpoint and manipulations of the visual structure itself. 
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The latter two components of the conceptual model and the way they were 
represented by each visualization method are described in detail in appendix I. 

How is comprehension measured? 
To gain insight in the way the user perceives the structuring of the database from 

the interface, participants was asked to draw the structure explicitly. 
To measure comprehension of semantics and interaction, the teach back method 

was used. In this method the participant is asked to explain how the systems works to 
somebody who has no notion of what the system is about. In the above definition of 
comprehension the restriction "at a given moment" is important, since comprehension 
changes as users get more experienced using the system. Therefore, in the current 
experiment the teach back took place after relatively brief exposure to the interface. In 
this way the focus lies on the extend to which the interface supports comprehension of 
the system. 

Comprehension of how to interact with the visualization, for instance, how to use 
which controls, is a separate issue and is not measured by the teach back method. 

The role of instruction and interface in system comprehension 
Information about a system is provided by two main factors: instruction and 

training on the one hand and the interface of the system on the other. The influence of 
instruction type on performance has been widely studied. 

The typical experiment has manipulated operating instructions of a device to see 
how it affects performance. It was assumed that a certain kind of instruction would 
lead to a certain kind of mental model of the device, which in tum affects 
performance. The relation between instruction and the assimilation of a mental model 
was considered evident. 

Experiments in this area have not been equivocal, but some of them have shown 
better performance when instructions where conceptual than when instructions were 
procedural. Borgman ( 1986) found a small benefit of conceptual instructions, but only 
for complex tasks. She also tried to gain insight in the actual mental models the users 
employed, but didn't find a difference due to methodological problems mentioned 
above. Kieras and Bovair (1984) state that providing a structural model by means of 
instruction can be beneficial, but only when correct inferences can be made from it. 

Bibby and Payne (1993) showed that initial instruction can have a continuing effect 
on performance, even after prolonged usage of the device. 

It seems that the role of instruction type depends heavily on the device and task. 
This is further supported by a study by Gibson and Salvendy ( 1990). They varied 
conceptual and procedural instructions accompanying different problem solving tasks, 
and found that no single instruction type was superior but some instruction types were 
better for some tasks and worse for others. 

The role of the mere interface in user's comprehension of the system has received 
less attention. Jones and Biers ( 1992) looked how instruction and interface design 
contribute to mental model assimilation in a three-level hierarchical menu system. 
They compared labels referring to data types with labels referring to task aspects 
under different kinds of instruction. They found that task-oriented labels yielded better 
memory of the menu structure. This memory score was used to operationalize mental 
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model assimilation. They report a small but significant positive correlation between 
memory score and performance measures. No effect of instruction type was found. It 
is not clear how this generalizes to other domains and comprehension of more 
complex systems. 

Given the findings of the literature, it is clear that instructions play an important 
role in mental model assimilation and therefore comprehension of the system. In this 
experiment however our interest is how well the interface itself encourages 
comprehension of the system's usage. The influence of instructions has to be 
minimized in order to evaluate the contribution of the interface alone. Therefore, in 
the current experiment the instructions given by the experimenter were minimal. This 
also implies they had to be procedural, that is, based on "how to do it", since 
information to build a valid mental model is not explicitly provided in this way. 

Comprehension and performance 
The question remains if comprehension is a predictor for user performance and 

usability of the system. One can argue that a good interface will be insensitive to 
misconceptions of the system and guide the users towards their goals. This is surely 
true for a hypothetical ideal interface, but then insight in users' comprehension is still 
necessary in the design phase. It can help detect weaknesses in the designer's early 
concept in order to provide guidelines for redesign. 

1. 3. 2. Measures: effectiveness 

The extend to which each visualization technique is effective in finding targets will 
be looked at. Effectiveness is defined as the extend to which users can find targets 
successfully. Because of the simple nature of the task domain not many errors are 
expected. The effectiveness of TreeMaps' additional functionality was also tested to 
see how well people can handle the concept of dynamically changing categories. 

1. 3. 3. Measures: efficiency ratio 

Ideal vs. actual number of steps 
Given a specific visualization technique, the ideal number of steps to find a 

specific target can be determined. One can consider this a part of that systems 
efficiency. A different question is how many steps a user needs to find a target. This 
number can, and probably will, be different from the ideal number of steps. The ratio 
between the ideal number of steps and the actual steps taken by novice users tells us 
something about the extend to which the system's interface instigates to the ideal 
behaviour the designer had in mind. These ratio's will be referred to as efficiency 
ratio's and will be used a comparative measure. 

Shneiderman-tasks 
Shneiderman has started making a taxonomy of generic tasks users perform when 

using visualizations of data. This was further refined at IPO by Scheffer (1997). On 
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the highest level of the task hierarchy, search tasks can be divided into orientate, 
refine and details-on-demand. User actions will be categorized into the three 
Shneiderman tasks listed above. In general, adding or removing visualized nodes of 
the logical graph (Furnas, 1997) corresponds to "refine", improving the current 
visibility of nodes corresponds to "orientate", and popping up details corresponds to 
"details-on-demand". This categorization offers a means to directly compare very 
different visualization techniques by higher level properties. In the meantime, this 
effort can be seen as a test for the suitability of the Shneiderman categorization as an 
evaluation tool. 

1. 3. 4. Measures: usability problems 

Next to the more formal approach of counting steps, usability problems 
encountered during the task part will be listed. Problems will be categorized in slips 
and mistakes, which is discussed below. 

Filtering out interaction slips: wizard mode 
Earlier the distinction was made between conceptual comprehension of the 

possible interactions and interaction skill. Following Reason (1990) one can divide 
errors into mistakes, due to misconception of the system and slips, due to confusion 
about which controls to use. In the early design phase of a system, interaction 
mistakes are of more concern. The current implementations of the visualization 
techniques were not optimal yet, which could lead to interaction slips. Furthermore, 
especially during early use of a visualization, interaction skills are low and therefore 
slips are to be expected. These slips can negatively influence the number of steps 
needed for a task, because users can accidentally put the system in an unwanted state. 
A great number of slips might also overshadow possible conceptual errors (mistakes). 

To prevent this, some participants operated in a so-called "wizard mode". This 
means that an expert is handling the controls. Participants only had to verbalize how 
they want to interact with the visualization to reach their goal. 

In this way, a means is created to prevent problems due to low interaction skill or 
poor control design. It is presumed that this is helpful in tracing down conceptual 
problems (mistakes) . 

Categorizing mistakes 
Mistakes will be categorized along the same lines as the comprehension mistakes. 

Three levels will be distinguished: 

structure level: misinterpretations of the organization of the data. 

semantic level: misinterpretations of the meaning of interface objects, 

interaction level: misconceptions of the ways to interact with the objects 
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2. Method 

2. 1. Participants 
Twenty-four paid students participated in this one hour experiment. They all had 

experience using a mouse. Their ages ranged from 19 to 25. 

2. 2. Design 
A between subjects design was used. Visualization technique (ConeTrees, 

TreeMaps, Virgilio) and control modus (wizard control, self control) were 
independent variables. Each visualization technique was presented to eight 
participants half of which operated in wizard mode. Dependent variables were 
comprehension scores on categories, relations and interaction, level of confidence 
during teach back, number and nature of steps needed for each task, number of slips 
and mistakes, usability problems encountered and satisfaction ratings. 

2. 3. Apparatus 

Hardware 
The experiment was run on different computers. For ConeTrees and TreeMaps a 

Silicon Graphics Indigo II was used. For Virgilio-HTML Netscape Navigator 3.0 was 
running on a PC equipped with an Intel Pentium 133 Mhz processor. The computer 
image was presented on a 17 inch VGA monitor. The experimenter saw the same 
image on a second computer monitor. The teach back procedure and the actual task 
part were videotaped on S-VHS and Betacam equipment respectively. 

Software 
The relevant aspects of the different visualization methods (i.e. demonstrators) will 

be shortly described below. For a more detailed description is referred to Van Linder 
& Scheffer (1997) and Van Linder & Peeters (1997). 

ConeTrees The list of ten genres was wrapped around a three dimensional cone, 
which could be rotated along the horizontal axis. This cone appeared after clicking 
(left mouse button) on a grey square, labelled "films", the root of the cone tree. By 
clicking on a genre, a cone was attached to it depicting ten actors. Title-cones could be 
attached to the actors in the same way and were colour-coded. Finally, for each title an 
information window could be popped up (right mouse button). Three to five names 
were readable; to see the other names, the cone had to be rotated (middle mouse 
button). This could only occur in single steps in one direction by clicking on the cone. 
By clicking on a name with the left mouse button, it would immediately rotate to the 
front. To prevent the tree from falling outside the borders of the screen, a centring 
button could be pressed. Finally, a button combining zooming and centring, labelled 
"VA", could be clicked on to obtain a ideal view on the tree structure. 

TreeMaps The screen was divided in columns representing different genres. 
Column width corresponded to the number of titles within that genre. Each column 
was divided into cells representing actors or actresses. Each cell contained small 
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colour encoded rectangles representing titles. Cell height (and therefore cell surface) 
corresponded to the number of titles belonging to that actor. Clicking on a title 
rectangle would pop up an information window. Note that the title was not visible 
until this window was shown. Names of genres and actors/actresses were placed 
above each column and cell respectively. 

Changing categories in TreeMaps. An additional control panel in TreeMaps 
allowed for the changing of categories. For instance, the first level in the hierarchy 
(columns) could be changed into directors instead of genres. This could be done by 
iteratively clicking on the label showing the current category until the right label 
appeared. Another added feature was the possibility to adjust the number of items 
visualized at each of the three hierarchical levels. For instance, the 20 most important 
(i.e. frequent) actors could be shown at level 2 instead of 10. This was done by 
iteratively clicking on up - and down arrows until the preferred number of items 
appeared. TreeMaps would then adjust the screen without significant delay. 

The HTML-version of Virgilio Films were stored in a building depicted on the 
log-on screen. Navigation through the building was possible by clicking on "hot 
spots" on the image. The point of view was changed accordingly. A second possibility 
was clicking on verbal location descriptions (hyperlinks) in a menu bar at the left. The 
building could be entered and a lift was shown. The lift could be entered by clicking 
to get view on it's control panel. Each floor represented a genre. Clicking on the 
button revealed a corridor at that floor, having doors at both sides. Each pair of doors 
could be viewed from nearby. Clicking on a door would reveal a room, representing a 
specific actor or actress. Once in the room a file cabinet was visible. Clicking on it 
gave a closer look. Now drawers were visible labelled by colour-coded film titles. 
Clicking on the titles popped up an information window. 

2. 4. Stimuli 

Conceptual comprehension 
The alternatives out of which users had to choose the structure representing the 

implementation are shown in appendix II. Half of the scheme's consisted of tree 
structures, whereas the other half consisted of Venn diagrams. Two alternatives 
represented the hierarchy correctly, one was a tree structure, the other a Venn diagram. 

The user's comprehension of semantics and interaction were measured using the 
teach back method. One of the problems of teach back is incompleteness of the 
expressed knowledge due to lack of motivation or fatigue (Van der Veer, 1994). In 
this experiment the participants' motivation was stimulated by rewarding a bonus to 
both the participant and the listener in case the listener would perform without error 
on a future performance task. The 'naive' listener was in fact part of the experiment 
and never had to do such a task. 
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Experimental tasks 
To obtain insight in the strengths and weaknesses of the different visualizations, 

different tasks have to be tested. The type of tasks people need to accomplish using a 
database depends strongly on the intentions they have. The carrier domain of the 
3DIM is the video-on-demand domain. In a video-on-demand situation, three typical 
user intentions can be distinguished: 

1. to find a specific movie of which all attributes needed to find it are known 
2. to find a specific movie of which part of the attributes have to be looked up or 
3. to find a movie that matches current mood. In this case, only attributes not 

visualized in the database are known (e.g. mood). 

The third intention is typically called "browsing", whereas the first two are referred 
to as search-tasks. Tasks were designed for each of these intentions. (A task outside of 
the video-on-demand domain was also included in order to compare the number of 
films per actor or actress to test the visualizations on this aspect). 

From these intentions five different tasks were derived. They were always 
presented in the same order. Exact formulation of the questions can be found in the 
appendix III. 

task 1 The genre, actor and release year were given. The task was to name the title 
of the movie. 

task 2 The genre, actor and title were given. The task was to find the year in which 
the film was released. 

task 3 The genre, actor and a related title were given. The task was to find the title 
of a movie. The requested movie was given by the same two actors which played in 
the given movie. The time of release of the requested movie had to be one year later. 
The related movie had to be looked up first, the requested movie could then be found 
among the same actors. 

task 4 This was a free browsing task. In the first user test, participants didn't seem 
motivated to browse actively to find a film matching the current mood. They more or 
less picked out the first three films they encountered. In this experiment, prior the 
browsing task participants was asked to imagine the case of renting movies in a video 
store and to describe their personal preferences for selecting three movies for the 
purpose of a romantic evening of film watching. People are known for their wish to be 
consistent in their behaviour and therefore more elaborate browsing was expected, 
since they already had described before how they would act. 

The browsing task entailed finding the three movies in the film database under a 
time restriction of five minutes. 

task 5 The genre was given. The task was to find the actor who made the most 
movies within that genre. 
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Altering categories in TreeMaps 
The TreeMaps group performed three additional tasks. They are described below. 

task 6 The task was: Given an actor, find the director with whom he co-operated 
the most. For this task it was necessary to set actors at level one (columns) and 
directors at level two (cells). The most frequent actor was the one with the largest 
cell surface or number of titles. 

task 7. The task was to find the number of movies of an actor not belonging to the 
10 most frequent within a given genre. Participants had to adjust the number of 
items at the actor level to find the requested number. 

task 8. The task was to find the highest rating for a given genre. Participants 
therefore had to set the second level at "rating". Initially, the ten most frequent 
ratings were shown. To answer the question correctly however, all ratings that 
occurred had to be shown. This was impossible since the maximum number of 
categories at each level was 45. The hypothetical maximum number of ratings was 
101, since they ranged from zero to ten and had one decimal. This task was 
therefore a trick question and the correct answer would be that it was impossible to 
derive the answer within reasonable time span. 

2. 5. Procedure 

Instruction 
Participants were asked to take place behind the computer screen. They were told 

they had to perform tasks to test user-friendliness of a certain software package. After 
this the experimenter demonstrated the program solving the following tasks: 

Which actor has made the most movies in the adventure genre and from which year 
dates his latest movie? 

Teach back 
After the demonstration the computer screens were turned of. The so-called naive 

participant entered the room and the participant was asked to explain the computer 
program within 5 minutes. It was emphasized that the naive participant had to perform 
various difficult tasks with the program without any further explanation from the 
experimenter. The experimenter would reward both participants with an extra five 
guilders if the so-called naive participant would perform his tasks 100% correct. The 
participant was asked to be as complete and clear as possible in his explanation. Paper 
and pencil were provided as an aid. The experimenter then left the room. 

After five minutes the experimenter came back and guided the listener out of the 
laboratory to an imaginary other laboratory and returned. 

Drawing of structure 
Directly following the teach back, the participant was asked to draw the structure 

of the database. To make clear what was meant by structure, the example was given of 
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a video store were part of the structure was a special shelf for recent movies. This 
example was chosen because our application did not have a category like that. No 
time constraint was given and every drawing was received as sufficient. When the 
question was unclear to the user, it was repeated. In this way no extra hints were 
given. 

Multiple choice 
Consecutively, the participant was asked to choose a correct structure out of eight 

alternatives. 

Personal questionnaire 
After the instruction, a personal questionnaire was taken, including the afore

mentioned question about film preferences for a romantic evening. 

Experimental tasks 
In the self-control condition the experimenter showed how to interact with the 

visualization. In the wizard condition he listed the allowable actions. The 
experimenter would act as a wizard, the participants just told him which step they 
wanted to take. Only single steps were allowed. For a listing of allowable actions per 
demonstrator is referred to appendix IV. 

Immediately after the instruction, tasks one to five (as described in the stimuli 
section) were presented in that order. In the TreeMaps condition, an additional task 
session was held. First, the usage of the extra control panel was explained by the 
experimenter. The TreeMaps group then received the three extra tasks as described 
above. 
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3. Results 

3. 1. Comprehension 

Drawing of structure 
Drawing the structure of the database led to three types of drawings (table 1). Most 

drawings reflected a · correct hierarchical representation of the film data. Secondly, 
there were four incomplete drawings, showing only a major categorization in different 
genres. These were all drawn in the Virgilio condition. Thirdly, there was one single 
occurrence of an incorrect drawing in the TreeMaps condition. This was a very 
elaborate drawing of multiple categories at the first level. During post-experimental 
questioning this participant said this was a sensible structure and she therefore 
expected it to represent the visualization. Considering this case as an outlier, one
tailed Fisher-exact tests revealed significant differences between ConeTrees and 
Virgilio (p=.0385) and near significance between TreeMaps and Virgilio (p=.0513). 

Table 1 
Perceived structure of the film catalogue (number of obser
vations) 

wrong 
incomplete 
complete 

Multiple Choice 

Cone Trees 
0 
0 
8 

TreeMaps 
1 
0 
7 

Virgilio-HTML 
0 
4 
4 

Participants who drew an incomplete structure (Virgilio) all chose the correct 
structure in the later multiple choice task. Further questioning revealed that these 
people did not expect Virgilio to have a strictly hierarchical structure. They reported 
that there might as well have been another path where the first hierarchical level 
represented actors or year. 

Another participant in the Virgilio condition chose a structure showing this 
possibility (or. 1, see Appendix II). In the TreeMaps condition this also occurred once. 
The participant earlier considered outlier chose a structure in which genres an actors 
were both at the same level (NR. 8, see Appendix II), corresponding to her own 
drawing. In the ConeTrees condition only correct structures were chosen. 

Teach back: comprehension 
As outlined in the introduction, comprehension was divided in different 

components: structure, semantics and interaction. The teach-back protocols were used 
to obtain scores on the latter two components according to Appendix I. Note that the 
semantics component could in tum be divided in semantics of categories and 
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semantics of relations between categories. The interaction component was divided in 
manipulations of the virtual structure and manipulations of the view on that structure. 

Semantics. The semantics of categories were mainly reported correctly in all 
conditions. Once in the TreeMaps condition and twice in Virgilio condition, the 
notion of actors was confused with the notion of directors. In the TreeMaps condition 
one participant thought the columns reflected other categories than genres, although 
she drew the hierarchical structure correctly afterwards. 

Comprehending the semantics of relations between categories was not problematic 
except for one mistake in the ConeTrees condition: an extra title cone was reported 
between the cones representing genres and actors. 

Interaction. For ConeTrees, the removing of cones was not shown in the example. 
Just one participant reported the possibility of collapsing the cone tree. Other 
interactions were reported correctly. One participant did not report the possibility of 
information pop-up. She later wasn' t able to use it in the first task. 

For Virgilio, there was some confusion about the meaning of the menu bar: three 
participants reported that the hyperlinks were little instructions of what to do next. 
They also thought the usage of the menu bar was restricted to navigating towards the 
next pair of doors in the corridor. During the demonstration, this was the only 
interaction performed with the menu bar. 

The TreeMaps group had no trouble reporting the possible interactions. 

Teach back: confusion 
For each teach back video, the reporting of different aspects of the visualization 

were rated on the level of confidence. When doubt or inconfidence was expressed, 
this item was rated inconfident. This was only done for semantics of categories and 
relations between categories (see Appendix I). All incorrect items were inconfident. 
For each condition, the number of confident items was counted. The total number of 
items among categories and relations was eight. For each condition, the mean 
percentages of confident items are shown in figure 1. To compare the means an 
ANOV A was performed. General significance level amounted .138. The contrast 
between Virgilio and ConeTrees came very close to significance (F[2,21] = 4.21 , 
p=.0529). When considering only the relations component this difference became 
more significant (F[2,21]=4.31, p=.0504). No significance was found between 
TreeMaps and the other two conditions. 
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Figure I. Confidence of Comprehension. The mean percentage of interface items that were confidently 
reported is shown for each visualization technique. 

3. 2. Effectiveness 

Few false answers were given to the questions that constituted the tasks. Table 2 
shows the number of false answers for each visualization technique. 

Table 2 
Total number of false answers for each task. 

task 1 
task2 
task3 

browsing 
task 5 

Cone Trees 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 

TreeMaps 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Virgilio 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

The mistakes in the browsing task (task 4) reflect the fact that two participants 
couldn't find three suitable movies within the time restriction. The false answer in 
TreeMaps was caused by clicking on the white area between the film rectangles which 
caused an information window to pop up showing the name of the current genre, in 
this case "animation". The participant thought this was the title of the movie. The 
failure of task 2 in the ConeTrees condition was due to not mentioning the exact year 
in which the requested movie was released. The participant (wizard mode) was 
unaware of the existence of the pop-up window. The false answer in task 5 (which 
actor starred in the most westerns) was a misjudgement of the relative size of the actor 
cones. Some other participants didn't trust their size discrimination capability and 
remembered the highest number while rotating the cone. 
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3. 3. Efficiency ratio and Shneiderman steps 
To calculate efficiency ratio's, one needs to determine the number of steps the user 

takes to perform a task as well as the minimum number of steps required for that task. 
A step was defined as a single change made to the visualized structure or change of 

the user's view on that structure. For a formal definition of steps for each visualization 
technique see Appendix V. 

The minimum number of ideal steps was determined for each task (except for the 
free browsing task). In the figures below this number is represented by the black bar. 
Efficiency ratios were defined as the total number divided by the minimum number of 
steps. They were calculated for each condition for each task. The means are given in 
table 3. A MANOVA over all tasks revealed a significance effect between conditions 
(p<.001). In the next sections, Tukey HSD tests are used to compare the separate 
means of efficiency ratios. Note that the ratio as suggested by the bar figures is the 
ratio of the median value, not the mean of ratio's as used in the MANOV A. 

Table 3 
Efficiency ratio's The observed number of steps 
divided by the minimum number of steps for 
each task, averaf?ed over participants. 

task 1 
task 2 
task 3 
task 5 

ConeTrees TreeMaps 
2.08 1.00 
1.19 17.88 
1.79 1.34 
1.36 1.00 

Task 1: genre, actor and year given 

Virgilio 
1.48 
1.27 
1.55 
1.16 

All participants answered correctly. Within the TreeMaps interface, the title could 
be directly popped up since the requested movie was the only one with a specific 
colour corresponding to the year given. ConeTrees requested several extra orientation 
steps. The extra detail step in ConeTrees reflects the fact that people still popped up 
the details, although they could read the requested title from the title cone itself. The 
same holds for Virgilio. 

A Tukey HSD test revealed that ConeTrees had a significantly larger efficiency 
ratio than TreeMaps and Virgilio (p<.0005 and p<.01 respectively). The difference 
between TreeMaps and Virgilio was almost significant (p=.07). 
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Figure 2. Results of task I . Black bars denote the minimum number of 
steps required for the task. The median number of superfluous steps is 
stacked on top seperately for each Shneiderman task (details-on-demand, 
orientate and refine as indicated in the legend) 

Task 2: genre, actor and title given 
In the Virgilio condition, the median number of steps did not differ from the ideal 

number. The ConeTrees group also came close to the ideal path. A very significant 
difference in efficiency ratio was found between TreeMaps and the other conditions(p 
< .001). This was caused by the fact that just one of the participants figured out the 
alphabetical order of the movies. Since the requested movie title was "Wednesday 
Morning" it was at the right end of the list. All participants started popping up details 
from the left. ConeTrees and Virgilio did not differ in efficiency ratio (p > .999). 

Cone Trees Tree Maps Virgilio 

Figure 3. Results of task 2. Black bars denote the minimum number of 
steps required for the task. The median number of superfluous steps is 
stacked on top seperately for each Shneiderman task (details-on-demand, 
orientate and refine as indicated in the legend) 
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Task 3: genre, actor and related title given 
Again, the ConeTrees group needed several extra orientation steps as well as one 

extra refine step. In Virgilio more details are popped up than needed. This also holds· 
for ConeTrees and TreeMaps, although somewhat less. Median tests revealed an 
almost significant difference in the number of superfluous detail steps between 
Virgilio and ConeTrees (chi-square[1]=3.23, p=.07). No significant differences in 
efficiency ratio were found between conditions. 
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Figure 4. Results of task 3. Black bars denote the minimum number of 
steps required for the task. The median number of superfluous steps is 
stacked on top seperately for each Shneiderman task (details-on-demand, 
orientate and refine as indicated in the legend) 

Task 4: find three titles (browsing) 
From figure 5 and median tests it is clear that ConeTrees needs more steps than 

Virgilio and TreeMaps (chi-square[1]=9.00, p<.05 and chi-square[l]=l6.00, p<.0005 
respectively). A median test showed also that the ConeTrees group needed 
significantly more orientation steps than the Virgilio group, chi-square [1] = 11.48, p 
< .001. Virgilio in turn needs more detail-steps than ConeTrees, chi-square[l] = 5.40, 
p < .05. There was no significant difference between the two in the number of refine 
steps (p=.47). 
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Figure 5. Results of task 4. The median number of steps, for each 
Shneiderman task (details-on-demand, orientate, refine, see legend). 

Task 5: given genre, find actor with most movies 
The TreeMaps group needed no interaction, the answer to the question could be 

directly read from the screen. The Virgilio group mainly followed the ideal path. In 
the ConeTrees condition, again extra orientation steps were found. The efficiency 
ratio however did not differ significantly from the Virgilio condition (p=.18). 
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Figure 6. Results of task 5. Black bars denote the minimum number of 
steps required for the task. The median number of superfluous steps is 
stacked on top seperately for each Shneiderman task (details-on-demand, 
orientate and refine as indicated in the legend) 

3. 4. Usability problems 
In the introduction the distinction was made between slips, which are confusions 

about the interaction controls and mistakes, which are errors based on misconception 
of the interface elements. Slips were not recorded in the wizard mode since all 
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interaction was verbal. In the wizard-mode more mistakes were expected to become 
clear. In our experiment this was indeed the case, since the average number of steps 
corresponding to mistakes was 1.17 in the wizard condition and .58 in the self-control 
condition (aggregated over tasks). The difference was not significant: t[22] = 1.11, 
p=.14 (one-tailed). The slips and mistakes and the number of occurrences between 
parentheses for each visualization technique are listed in table 4. Below the 
descriptions are further explained in terms of the level at which they occurred. 

Table4 
Usability problems listed for each visualization technique. The number oj 
observations are between brackets. 

Cone
Trees 

Tree
Maps 

Virgilio 

Slips (self control only, n=4) 
• Wrong mouse button (28) 
• Wrong field selected (2) 
• Missed feedback expanded cone (1) 
• Early release pop-up window(2) 
• Misjudgement of relative cone size 

(1) 

• Clicking between films popping up 
wrong window showing genre/actor 
information (9) 

• Wrong link in menu bar (I) 
• Wrong link on map (2) 

Cone Trees 

Mistakes (all participants, n=8) 
• Dragging cone wheel ( 4) 
• Turning cone the other way (2) 
• "H"-button for centring (1) 
• Zooming function disregarded (1) 
• Pop-up window disregarded (1) 

• Clicking on legend in order to select 
movies within time area (1) 

• Clicking on legend (2) 
• Looking for actors at first hierarchical 

level (3) 
• "documentary" interpreted as floor for 

documentation about the application (1) 
• continuous walking in corridor (1) 
• Opening drawer without getting close 

first (1) 

slips. The main cause of slips was confusion about the mouse buttons. Clicking on 
the wrong field was a far less frequent slip. Once, feedback of a cone being added 
remained unnoticed. Pop-up windows were sometimes released to early. 

mistakes. All mistakes were at the interaction level. The main mistake was to think 
turning the cones could be done by dragging down a vertical bar, apparently 
misinterpreted as turning wheel. Two participants also tried to turn the wheel in the 
other direction. Not remembering and not using the zoom and window pop-up 
functions also occurred. 
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TreeMaps 
slips. The main slip was to click just next to the film rectangle, popping up the 

wrong window, namely that depicting the name of the actor or genre. 

mistakes. The only mistake encountered was clicking on the time legend to filter 
out movies of a certain area (structure and semantic level). 

Virgilio-HTML 
slips. The main slip was clicking on the wrong spot in the clickable map or the 

wrong hyperlink in the menu, although rare. 

mistakes. The nature of most mistakes was at the structure and semantic level. 
Users tried to find other selection strategies at the beginning of the task (structure), by 
clicking on the legend (semantic), looking for another elevator to search by 
actor/actress or clicking on the outside building. One participant expected on-line 
documentation to be found at the documentary floor. Mistakes at the interaction level 
were rare. Some participants tried to open the drawers (i.e. information pop-up) from 
a distant view on the cabinet. In the self-control condition, clicking would 
automatically show the nearby view instead of opening the drawer, which was the 
correct path to follow. Therefore this mistake could not be distinguished. One 
participant operating in wizard mode wanted to enter the corridor without a specifying 
a destination. Almost all participants used the menu bar to walk through the corridor, 
clicking on the "next pair of doors". 

All participants complained about poor readability of the titles. 

3. 5. Altering categories in TreeMaps 

The results of the three extra tasks are given in table 5. The number of participants 
answering correctly is given. When fields (actors, ratings, genres or directors) were set 
at level one, the categories appeared in columns. Increasing the number of categories 
would narrow the columns. At a certain point, the names of the categories would be 
truncated to fit into the column until they totally disappeared. In this case, there was 
no way to retrieve the name except for clicking on the tiny space between the cells of 
level two. This was not demonstrated in the example however. When participants 
chose to set a certain field at level one, they therefore came into trouble when the 
number of categories had to be increased. In these cases a second attempt was 
permitted. To all participants this occurred in one of the three tasks. When it had 
occurred once, the field of which the number of categories had to be increased, was 
wisely set at level two in the next task: all participants seemed to learn from their 
experience. 

Table 5 
Number of participants that correctly answered for each task. Percentages 
are between brackets. 
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task 6 (most frequent director) task 7 (number of movies) task 8 (highest rating) 
8 (100%) 6 (75%) 0 (0%) 

task 6 (most frequent director). The task was not problematic although 
participants were very inconfident in their actions. One of them admitted he didn't 
precisely know what he was doing. Another one was confused about the meaning of 
the small vertical bars, which were the titles at level 3 that could not be altered. 

task 7 (number of movies). One participant did not raise the number of categories 
enough to bring the requested actor onto the screen. Then she changed row and 
columns making the actor names unreadable, as explained above. Another one set the 
number of depicted genres at one, assuming this would be the "action" genre. When 
asked, he said the order was alphabetical and action was the only one with an "a". In 
fact, the most frequent genre was comedy. Due to this he never found the requested 
actor (Roger Moore) at level 2. 

task 8 (highest rating). Three out of eight participants did not set the number of 
ratings at the maximum. These participants certainly must have presumed the ten 
highest ratings were listed instead of the ten most frequent ones. The other five raised 
the number to 45. They must have presumed there were only 45 different ratings. 
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4. Discussion and Recommendations 

4. 1. Comprehension 

Comprehension of semantics and interaction 
Comprehension was measured as the extend to which the user could teach back the 

interface to a so-called naive listener. In general, teach back protocols revealed no 
serious misconceptions. The actors were sometimes confused with directors. It can be 
concluded that all demonstrators were sufficiently understandable. It has to be noted 
however that are our group consisted of students at university level. Other parts of the 
population might have more trouble comprehending the system. 

Confidence of comprehension 
The confidence with which the different interface elements were reported was also 

recorded. There was significantly less confidence in teaching back the ConeTrees 
interface. In a single case this led to an incorrect report of the hierarchical structure 
during teach back. The Virgilio group was confident, the TreeMaps group was in 
between. 

How can we account for the difference in confidence? Of course, the teach back 
method is in fact a memory retrieval task. It's therefore likely that the inconfidence is 
a reflection of the fact that the semantics were coded more weakly in memory in the 
ConeTrees condition. 

One explanation could be that the visual differences between representations were 
small in the ConeTrees condition. All categories were represented by cones, the only 
difference was the location on the screen. In the Virgilio condition, there were much 
more distinctive features between categories Furthermore, the semantics were coded 
by familiar objects and the hierarchical relations were mapped to relations of those 
objects in real life. Making use of existing schemata is known to improve memory 
encoding (Chase & Simon, 1973). Trees of rotating cones are a far less familiar 
concept. 

That confidence in the TreeMaps condition was found to be in between is not 
surprising. The semantics of categories are abstract but visually more different, in both 
size and relative location (columns vs. cells). 

Another explanation is that the elements didn't have to be coded strongly in 
memory in the ConeTrees condition because the entire visualization could be viewed 
on one screen. The meaning of objects could always be derived quickly by shifting 
gaze. This also holds for the TreeMaps. 

Structure 
In addition to the teach back procedure, part1c1pants were asked to draw the 

organization of the film data, which was a three-level hierarchy. 
This structure was correctly reported in the TreeMaps and ConeTrees conditions. 

In the Virgilio condition, the correct hierarchical structure was expressed in only 50% 
of the cases. Further questioning revealed that the participants didn't believe Virgilio 
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to have a strict hierarchy. Apparently, a broader structure was expected. This was 
confirmed by later task performance: participants in the Virgilio condition tried to find 
other categories (actors) or make selections (by year of release) at the first level. In the 
Virgilio condition, only one participant didn't choose the hierarchical structure out of 
multiple alternatives. This also occurred once in the TreeMaps condition. This 
indicates that the Virgilio group was aware of the hierarchical path as followed in the 
example, but expected other search routes to be possible and would therefore not draw 
a strict hierarchical structure. Informal questioning confirmed this finding. 

4. 2. Task effectiveness 

General 
The tasks could almost always be solved correctly. One interesting fault was found 

in the TreeMaps condition, where information about the current genre was mistakenly 
held as being information about a movie title. In the browsing tasks, some users gave 
up finding three titles. The reason was they couldn't find the specific movie they had 
in mind. Not being able to search for a specific title without knowing the genre and 
actors was experienced as a great limitation by most users in a post-experimental 
questionnaire. 

In the ConeTrees condition, the relative number of movies associated with a 
specific actor could be derived from the size of the title cone. Comparing sizes of 
cones was problematic. Many participants still looked at the numbering. One 
participant chose the wrong actor. Size discrimination in a two-dimensional projection 
of a three-dimensional world can be tricky because many depth cues lack. The black 
homogeneous background enhances the ambiguity. 

Altering categories with TreeMaps 
An additional functionality of TreeMaps was also investigated, namely the 

possibility to alter the categories at each level and changing the number of categories 
depicted. It was stressed in the instruction that the n depicted categories represented 
the n containing the most movie titles . Raising the number of items at the first level 
was problematic because the columns became too narrow to contain the name of a 
specific category. 

A tasks where categories had to be altered could be solved by all participants, 
although they were inconfident about their actions. They seemed to just start filling in 
the parameters. While doing this, they tried to discover how they could solve the task . 
There was no plan. When the number of names at level one had to be raised, this led 
to problems with narrow columns as described above, although all participants 
switched categories in a second attempt. 

Confusion occurred when the highest rating had to be looked up. It was often 
confused with the most frequent rating. Note that the n most occurring ratings were 
depicted on the screen. Especially for numerical categories it is tempting to presume 
the numbers are filtered out according to their magnitude instead of frequency. For 
nominal categories, the alphabetical order is also misleading since order of filtering 
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does not correspond to the alphabetical order of columns on the screen once filtered 
out. 

It can be concluded that the current interface gives insufficient support. Simply 
adding labels like "the n most frequent categories" might help. Furthermore, the 
problem of narrow columns has to be solved. It is possible for instance to present the 
names of these columns diagonally, starting from the top of the column they represent. 
Even better is to allow users to get rid of columns which are not in use in order to 
broaden the other columns. 

For questions like finding the highest rating or latest movie it is helpful to actually 
give the possibility of filtering out the highest numbers, next to the most frequent 
ones. It would also be helpful to be able to filtering out category names manually on a 
personal selection criteria. 

4. 3. Task efficiency 
TreeMaps. In general, TreeMaps requests the lowest number of steps to find a 

target. Interaction is limited to popping up details. Efficiency ratio was therefore 
highest in TreeMaps, except for the task were a specific title had to be found. In these 
cases, TreeMaps becomes a disastrous interface. The alphabetical order of movies is 
not clear to the users and therefore of little aid. This could be solved by adding clear 
labels like "a-z". A better solution would be to add a zooming function to make the 
titles visible. As a film data base browser, the current version of TreeMaps is of little 
use. 

ConeTrees. ConeTrees needs the most number of steps to reach a target in almost 
all tasks. This is due to the limited view on the categories: only three category names 
at a time can be visible. Another cause is the fact that the cone tree is not 
automatically adjusted to fit into the viewing window which has to be manually 
adjusted. 

On top of this, ConeTrees requested many extra orientation steps, yielding high 
efficiency ratio's. This was significant in almost all tasks. The main reason is the 
limited interaction possibility. Cones can only be turned in one direction. Once turned 
too far, they can't be turned back again and users have to turn it 360 degrees again. 
This poor error recovery support contributed to average number of steps of over twice 
the minimum number. 

In the third task, where two titles had to be related, an important feature, namely 
visualizing multiple branches at the same time, was tested. In contrast, to relate two 
nodes in Virgilio, the path has to be followed back leaving the information about the 
latest node behind, while in ConeTrees, the expanded branch can be left visible. 
However, it is not possible in ConeTrees to keep the information window visible, 
since it disappears when the mouse button is released. The users' memory still has to 
be used to store the to be related item, in this case the year of release. This unfortunate 
feature weakens the advantage of ConeTrees in tasks like these. Especially when more 
than two films have to be compared on multiple aspects, permanent visibility of the 
information window is needed. The experimental data show a poor efficiency ratio 
(1.8). Extra steps were required to pop-up details, while relating the two movies. 
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Virgilio The current interface is not optimized for a minimal number of steps. 
Some steps, namely approaching the elevator or cabinet, have to be performed as a 
routine and are therefore superfluous, although they might somewhat enhance the 
feeling of walking through a building. 

Efficiency ratio's were generally better than in Cone Trees. Superfluous steps were 
mainly caused by popping up details. Almost al participants spontaneously 
complained about poor readability of the titles on the cabinet drawers. This is 
probably the main cause of the extra detail steps. This also explained the significantly 
larger number of detail steps in Virgilio during browsing as compared to ConeTrees. 

4. 4. Usability problems and solutions 
Usability problems were divided into slips, which correspond to accidentally wrong 

use of the interaction controls and mistakes, which are errors based on misconception 
of the interface elements. For a detailed overview is referred to the results section. 
Below, the main usability problems are discussed. 

Cone Trees 
Slips. A very frequent slip was pressing the wrong mouse-button. Using three 

mouse buttons with different functionality, seems very problematic and hard to learn. 
Another severe slip is the misjudgement of the relative cone size as discussed above. 

Mistakes. The mistakes were all about how to interact with the cone tree. The 
vertical bars at the beginning of the cones were interpreted as wheels to tum the cone. 
In terms of affordances such a bar affords usage as a turning wheel. This suggestion 
was probably enhanced by the presence of wheels to zoom or pan the point of view. 
One participant seemed unaware of the pop-up window. There is nothing on the 
screen reminding to this possibility. Clicking on the middle mouse button to expand 
the cone tree doesn't do anything at the third level. The right button has to be pressed 
to pop-up the information window. Although the right mouse button is the 
conventional way to pop-up property windows (e.g. Windows 95), in Cone Trees this 
is not appropriate. The pop-up window is regarded as another extension of the tree 
rather than a window-like pop-up menu. The graphical environment doesn't remind of 
a windows-like environment. 

Solutions. 
Cones have to be manipulated in a more intuitive way. Virtual buttons, mounted on 

the cones would be better than using three mouse buttons for different functionality in 
an unconventional way. 

Virtual buttons would also visually remind the user of possible interactions. 
Equipping each cone with a wheel allowing precise turning in two directions, would 
be very beneficial and raise efficiency by allowing quick error correction. 

Using cone size to encode frequency is not very helpful and can lead to wrong 
conclusions. Allowing a side view on the right end of the cone tree would project the 
cones as circles which would make more precise size discrimination possible. 

TreeMaps 
Slips. Slips were all due to inaccurate cursor positioning. The vertical bars 

representing titles are often too narrow, especially when there are many in one cell. 
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Mistakes. The only mistake was the attempt to click on the time legend to filter out 
films of a certain time area. This is not surprising in a clickable environment. 
Furthermore, the time legend was by no means visually separated from the other 
screen elements, which were clickable. 

Solutions. The only way to solve the problems is adding a zooming function. This 
would prevent bars from becoming too narrow to click on. 

Clicking on the time legend is not a bad idea for a filtering interface. When this is 
not implemented, the legend should be made visually more distinct from the clickable 
tree map. A label saying "legend" would probably help. 

Virgilio 
Slips. Very few slips were encountered. 
Mistakes. The main mistake participants made was looking for other ways to 

access the data. This involved clicking on the time legend or the outside building or 
looking for another elevator to search by actor/actress. One participant went to the 
documentary floor to find on-line support. This result is congruent with the earlier 
finding that participants didn't believe Virgilio's structure was strictly hierarchical. It 
is true that a building allows more than a strict hierarchical structure. There might as 
well be another elevator leading to floors were one could search by actor. Clicking on 
the time legend makes sense, since the time legend was visually integrated with the 
clickable map. 

Solutions. Allowing other search routes or filtering would surely improve the 
usability of this interface. The documentary genre is confusing. It wouldn't be if the 
list of genres was labelled "movie genres". 

4. 5. Evaluation of methods 

Teach back 
The teach back procedure has been an effective way to gain insight in fundamental 

properties of the interfaces in terms of understandibility and expectancies. It was 
found that the interfaces were understood well by the group tested. The Virgilio 
interface led to other expectancies than the current implementation: a broader, non
hierarchical structure, and "clickableness" of all interface elements. 

Shneiderman taxonomy 
The Shneiderman step analysis has helped us examine more closely the nature of 

superfluous steps as reflected in efficiency ratio's. It was found that ConeTrees needs 
improvement to reduce the number of orientation steps. For Virgilio, poor readability 
was the cause of extra information window pop up activity. To use the Shneiderman 
categorization as a comparative tool remains difficult. This difficulty lies in the fact 
that activity in one of the Shneiderman tasks is not always observable: there is no one 
to one mapping with observable user actions. For instance, orientating behaviour 
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using TreeMaps is achieved by inspecting the screen. This does not involve any 
physical interaction at all. 

Wizard mode 
The usability analysis revealed many problems at both the interaction and 

conceptual level. More mistakes were found in the wizard mode. The wizard mode is 
a convenient way to gain insight in conceptual misunderstandings of the interface. 
Some problems are more easily observable, such as trying to tum cones in the wrong 
direction, opening drawers from a distance or trying to enter the building by the 
window. It can not replace real interaction, since the latter can reveal important 
problems like the mouse button confusion in ConeTrees, that might ask for more 
fundamental interface redesign (e.g. virtual buttons). 

4. 6. Recommendations 

General 
Using the strict hierarchy of genres was felt as a great limitation by most 

participants. This was especially clear in the browsing task. A future movie browser 
should allow to search by all kinds of categories. 

A common problem with all interfaces was lack of labelling. For instance labelling 
of the categories has to be added to make the user aware of the categories. It is not 
wise to expect the user to derive the category names from its instances. Some users 
thought actors were directors, even though the experimenter explicitly mentioned 
actors during demonstration. Other problems could also be solved by labelling. 

Cone Trees 
The ConeTrees visualization is moderately suitable for a film catalogue, although a 

lot has to be improved, especially on the interaction side. Virtual buttons and wheels 
are recommended instead of using three mouse buttons. 

TreeMaps 
TreeMaps is not a suitable interface for a film database when no zooming function 

is present: the titles have to be visible and movie bars need to have a reasonable 
surface to be clickable. Altering categories might be helpful but the current 
implementation is sometimes misleading and of little usability. 

Virgilio 
Virgilio has the largest potential of becoming a useful tool for looking up movies. 

Offering the possibility to search by different categories can be implemented more 
easily using this technique and will certainly correspond to users' expectancies, as 
shown by the drawings. Making use of familiar schemes to present hierarchies saves a 
lot of screen space. Other research has shown that the use of familiar objects promote 
wayfinding in virtual environments (Ruddle, Payne & Jones, 1997). It should be noted 
that much screen space is unused in the current implementation. This opens the 
possibility to present some information about the current path. When a greater variety 
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of categories can be accessed (e.g. more elevators) this will become increasingly 
important. 

Comparison 
Comparing ConeTrees and TreeMaps on the one hand and Virgilio on the other, 

one sees two different methods to reduce memory load while navigating through the 
hierarchy. In Cone Trees and TreeMaps the entire structure is always visible on the 
screen, making it less necessary for path information to be held in memory. Virgilio 
uses familiar schemes (building) to promote memory encoding of the hierarchical path 
travelled from the root. The experimental data support this. The advantage of the 
Virgilio method is of course that screen space can be preserved for other information · 
rather than information about the current hierarchical location. A combination in 
which a limited part of the screen is preserved for information about the current path, 
probably would be optimal. 

Obviously there is a trade off between giving path information about the current 
location in the hierarchy and content information. A situation awareness approach 
(Endsley, 1995) might be an appropriate research paradigm to gain more insight in 
this trade off. Using this method users are unexpectedly disrupted from their task and 
are asked to report the exact state of the system. 
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6.APPENDIX 
I 
Comprehension table for semantics of each visualization technique. 

Conceptual Cone Trees TreeMaps 
item 

Categories 

genre 

actors 

title 

year of release 

details 

Relations 

fields on cone 

fields on cone 

fields on cone 

colour encoding given 
by legend 

pop up window 

genre->actor fields on leftward cone, 
attached by visual link 

actor-> film title fields on leftward cone, 
attached by visual link 

number of films size of title cone 
per actor 

table columns 

table cells 

smallest vertical bars, 
nested in table cells 

colour encoding given 
by legend 

pop up window 

cells nested in column 

title bars nested in actor 
cell 

surface of cell 

number of title bars 

thickness of title bars 

Virgilo
HTML 

floors, 
accessible by 
elevator 

rooms, signs 

drawers in 
cabinet 

colour encoding 
given by legend 

pop up window 

rooms per floor 

drawers on 
cabinet in room 

number between 
brackets on sign 

Comprehension table of interaction for each visualization technique 
Conceptual item ConeTrees TreeMaps Virgilio 
manipulation 
point of view 

• centre tree • none • elevator buttons to go to floor 

manipulation 
structure 

• zooming 
• optimize 

• collapse branch 
• expand cone turn 

cylinders 
• pop up window 

• pop up 
window 

• door to enter room 
• click on map to go somewhere 
• click on menu bar to go somewhere 
• pop up window 
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II 
Alternative structures for multiple choice task. Stuctures marked with an asteriks 
represent the correct structure of the database. 

1 

/~ 
..... Q~~nres 

Acteurs 

Film ti tels 

3 4* 



0 0 

5 

0 0 

0 

7* 

j ~O~c~urs 
. . 

6 

0 
~hcteurs 



III 

Exact formulation of tasks (in Dutch): 

Taak 1. De acteur Pat Buttram heeft in 1995 in een animatiefilm gespeeld. Zoek deze 
film op en noem de titel. 

Taak 2. De acteur John Wayne had een rol in de western "Wednesday Morning". 
Zoek deze film op en noem het jaar waarin de film is opgenomen. 

Taak 3. Desmond Llewelein en Lois Maxwell hebben beide in de aktiefilm "From 
Russia with Love" gespeeld. Een jaar later hebben beide acteurs weer in een zelfde 
film gespeeld. Laat zien welke film dit is en noem de titel. 

Taak 4. Je hebt aan het begin van dit experiment beschreven op welke aspecten je let 
bij het uitzoeken van een film voor een romantisch avondje met je geliefde. Zo direct 
mag je 5 minuten in de film database zoeken. Probeer precies 3 films te vinden die 
volgens jou geschikt zijn voor deze gelegenheid. Noem de 3 titels. Je mag hierbij pen 
en papier gebruiken. 

Taak 5. Welke acteur heeft de meeste Westerns gemaakt. 

Taak 6. Clint Eastwood heeft als acteur (actor) met heel veel regiseurs (directors) 
samen gewerkt. Noem de regiseur waarmee, volgens de database, Clint Eastwood het 
meest heeft samengewerkt. (Je hebt hiervoor 1 minuut de tijd.) 

Taak 7. Roger More heeft in heel wat aktiefilms gespeeld. In de database behoort hij 
echter niet tot de 10 meest voorkomende acteurs in dit genre. Kun je achterhalen 
hoeveel aktiefilms van Roger More aanwezig zijn? 

Taak 8. Noem de hoogste rating die een western ooit gekregen heeft in de database Ue 
hebt hiervoor 1 minuut de tijd). 
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IV 
Allowable actions in wizard mode 

Actions 
allowed: 

Cone Trees 
When cone was 
unambiguously 
specified: 
• add cone to tree 
• remove branch 
• turn cone (one 

mouse click) 
• pop up 

information 
window 

And also: 
• zoom in/out 
• centre 

TreeMaps 

• pop up 
information 
window 

Virgilio 
All actions that take one mouse 
click: 
• enter building 
• enter elevator 
• go to floor 
• go to next pair of doors 
• enter actor's room 
• approach cabinet 
• pop up information window 
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v 

Definition of Shneiderman steps for each demonstrator. 
ConeTrees TreeMaps Virgilio-HTML 

orientate 

refine 

details-on
demand 

turn cylinder 
zoom 
centre 
expand tree 
collapse tree 

none 

none 

pop-up information pop-up 
window information 

window 

enter building 
enter elevator 
approach cabinet 
enter room 
leave room 
enter floor 
leave floor 
(back to elevator) 
move to next pair of doors 
pop-up information 
window 
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